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Dear Sirs,

We are pleased to announce that Alpha Marine Consulting will carry out a two-day course on 
“VETTING INSPECTION & TMSA OFFICE AUDIT”. The first half of the seminar will be dedicated to 
VETTING INSPECTION and will be delivered by a well-respected vetting professional, Mr. Sebastiano 
Bramanti, who is an active SIRE inspector (OMV) and has many years of experience in conducting 
vetting inspections.

The first day of the “workshop” on VETTING INSPECTION will provide to Tanker (OIL/LPG/LNG) 
Companies commercial and technical personnel, superintendents, vetting officers, shipmasters and 
seagoing officers, a deeper understanding of the OCIMF Ship Inspection Report (SIRE) Program as 
well as skills to deal effectively with tanker vetting.

The course will combine lectures and presentations with practical exercises to raise awareness of 
issues that are critical to oil companies and the inspectors who undertake SIRE inspections. Action 
plans to efficiently rectify shortcomings revealed during inspections will be also addressed. Finally, 
the importance of following-up an inspection and especially the way to manage inspectors’ 
observations and the methodology of writing effective responses will be covered.

The second half of the seminar will be dedicated to TMSA OFFICE AUDIT and will be delivered by Mr. 
Antonis Iordanidis.

This second day of the “workshop” will provide useful insight to all those involved in auditing and/or 
implementation of the TMSA requirements for all day to day operational aspects, with respect to the 
Key Performance Indicators and Best Practices guidance established by OCIMF. Delegates will 
acquire - through accelerated training techniques - both theoretical knowledge & practical insight for 
the interpretation of the requirements posed by all the Elements addressed by TMSA.
 
The training cost per trainee is 400 € including handouts and light lunch. Reservations could also be 
made only for the “Vetting” or the “TMSA”. The relevant cost for each of them is 200 €.

Delegates will receive a certificate upon successful completion of each course.

We will appreciate your early registration sending the attached form duly completed no later than 30 
March 2015.

Should you require any further information or clarification, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Furthermore, taking the opportunity of the above Training Event, we are pleased to announce that 
our Maritime Training Center is operating in our new premises in a modern and learner-friendly 
environment, thus enhancing our services in the field of maritime training.

Our training courses portfolio may also be adjusted to the specific Safety Management System and 
the actual needs of your Company, offering “tailor-made” Seminars / Training Courses. Moreover, all 
our courses can be also delivered at your premises. For details contact: mail@alphamrn.com and/or 
T: +30 211 888 1000.

We would like to express our gratitude for your trust in our training activities.
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